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Students Act To Increase
AIDS Awareness
T

’

by BILL LABOVITZ

Students from Tufts and
Harvard University publicized
condoms in separate actions
yesterday, as a means of increasing student awareness of
the dangers of AIDS, and of
the need for “safe sex.”
The Tufts Community
Union ( X U ) Senate today is
concluding a three-day contest
in which students pay to guevs
the number of comdoms in a
flask.
In addition to raising
awareness about the deadly
disease, the contest is intended to publicize a Senate
referendum regarding the
Cultural and Ethnic Affairs
Committee (C & E) being held
today, according to Senate Vice
President Tracy Hahn.
The referendum question
proposes altering the portion
of the TCU Constitution that
currently contains a passage
regarding the Committee on
Minority Affairs. The “purely administrative’ ’ chanke
would transform this commit-

The TCU Senate is sponsoring a contest where students guess the
numbers of condoms in a flask, in order to raise AIDS
awareness.(Photo by Laurie Stephenson)

Discrimination Documentation
Project Underwav
by BONNIE KERKER

A preliminary documentation meeting was held Tuesday
to organize thoughts on
documenting cases of
discrimination on campus.
According to Tufts Community Union ( X U ) Senator,
Elizabeth Skidmore, these
documents, originally proposed by Chaplan Scotty McLennan, will include cases of
racism, sexism, homophobia,
anti-Semitism and other prejudices which are often
overlooked. These incidents
will include student-tostudent , faculty-to-student,
and faculty-to-faculty acts of
discrimination.
The composition of the
documents in the form of an
educatiional booklet, will be
distributed on campus, she
added.
Skidmore said McLennan
hopes that it will prove wrong

those who do not believe that
discrimination exists on the
Tufts campus. People can look
to it to inform themselves
about different prejudices, she
continued.
Fellow project organizer,
Peter Zinoman stated that he
will help compile the list with
“preferably as little commentary as possible.” He said he
woould like to “lay it out so
that people can draw any conclusions they want to draw.”
Stories of discrimination will
be obtained differently from
numerous campus groups.
Zinoman said he has already
spoken to the Tufts Lesbian
and Gay Community (TLGC)
as a group, and members
openly shared their experiences. Other groups, such
as the Women’s Center, the International House, Hillel, the
Afro-American center, and the
Asian House will be interviewed either in a similar manner,

U

I

or on an individual basis,
Zinoman stated.
The storiess will be printed
annonymously, and no other
names will be used. .
“This shouldn’t be a witch
hunt,” Skidmore siad. It isn’t
intended to “point fingerss,”
but to “inform the public.”
Once the documents are
written, they will be edited by
the victims. According to
Zinoman, this will put “more
pressure [on them] to do good
documentations.”
The documents will not be
a median for disciplinary actionm, organizers said. Upon
request, however, disciplinary
information will be available
via the interviewer.
During the meeting, concern was expressed that since
the number of stories to be obtained from professors will
likely be minimal, the prosee DISCRIMINATION,
Page 9

tee into the standing C & E
committee, which has been
operating unofficially in the
Senate for the past three years,
Hahn said.
Twenty-five percent of the
campus has to vote for the
referendum to be valid and
binding. Voting will be conducted in the university dining
halls at lunch and dinner, as
well as in the Campus Center
from 1l:OO am to 7:OO pm,
Hahn said.
In an attempt to increase
student interest, the Senate
added a non-binding question
to the ballot on stocking the

new bookstore with condoms,
which is connected with’the
*
contest.
About 160 students submitted their condom counts as of
yesterday, which has raised
over $100 thus far for AIDS
research. Hahn noted
“Overall, people have been
very supportive,” senator
Barry Perlman said. “The
contest has definitely raised
awareness of the referendum.”
Yesterday’s issue of Harvard’s monthly newspaper
Perspective contained consee CONDOMS, Page 11

TCB-Completes
Incentive Award
Program
-

by MIKE ZINN

Tufts Center Board’s ( X B )
recently completed Incentive
Supplement Award Program to
“attempt
to
facilitate
superlative campus-wide programming” will be submitted
for approval and budgeting
allocation to Dean of Students
Bobbie Knable, Campus
Center Director Kathy Baker,
and the X U Senate sometime
next week, according to X B
president Doug Thompson.
If approved, the X B will
establish a committee to judge
Tufts orgainzation events on
the basis of best theme, best
non-alcoholic event, and most
creative and adventerous
event. Contestants may submit
their proposed events to apply
for sponsoring or may apply
for an ayrard after the event has
already taken place.
J. J.
TCB
member
Kwashnak said he hoped the
committee will be formed by
this spring in order to judge
events which have already
taken place. Awards for this
year’s events and sponsoring
for event proposals submitted
next fall will hopefully be
given out in September.
Kwashnak said the contestants who received awards
after their event would be expected to “use the contest

. ..
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monev within the stipulation
guidk lines of university
policy” and would hopefully
use the money for future
events.
Thompson said X B ’ s past
policy of occasionally cosponsoring student events
lacked the “larger scale” of
new incentive program which
would hopefully “start some
good programming and
perpetuate itself.”
Thompson added he hoped
the committee would be able
to offer awards of up to $500.
The incentive program idea
is based up a similar system
used at Bentley College. Officials from Bentley College
could not be reached for
comment.

TCB President Doug Thompson.
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Responsibility
to Make Changes
-

The.Tufts Daily

To the Editor:
In response to Aldo Tramontozzi’s
letter, “Nothing Better To DO”:I don’t
feel badly for Mr. Mayer -1 feel badly
for Mr. Tramontozzi. He may be at
Tufts “just to learn, go to class, study,
and have fun,” without giving any
thought to the problems of racism,
homophobia, nuclear disarmament, or
anything other than his own selfish and
apathetic life, but I have better things
to do with my time.
If you don’t like the way things are
run at Tufts or in the world - change
it! That is every person’s responsibility and purpose. Mr. Mayer cannot make
people change their prejudiced way of
thinking, but with our help, he and the
Tufts community who care enough to
bring about changes can change things.
We are oppressed. Racial minorities,
Jews, women, homosexuals are all op7-essed, and we have the right not on’ask for change, but to demand it.
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surd letier to the Editor on 314, I wish
to enlighten him as to the purpose of
the rallies at Tufts. He seems to think
that those of us who are concerned with
the prevalent issues of today
(Homophobia, Racism, Feminism, etc.)
have “nothing better to do” than picket
and complain.
According to Mr. Tramontozzi, our
vocation at Tufts is to go to class-and
learn. I agree, but I pose this question
to him: isn’t understanding the problems which plague our society part of
our education? Isn’t it better to be
aware of the discrepancies between
social groups than to be ignorant and
oblivious? Mr. Tramontozzi preaches
that if we don’t like the environment at
Tufts we should leave. Well, if we like
it, and find that it has made grievous
errors in certain areas, isn’t it natural
to want to make it better? Where would
our society be today if no one had expressed their unhappiness? Without
protest and unrest, we would still be

The Tufrs Daily is a non-profit student-run newspaper published by the students of Tujs University
~~*eekduys
during the academic year. Printing by Charles River Publishing, Cambridge. Mass.. Pleas
riddress correspondence to: The Tujs Daily, Curtis Hull, Medford, Mass. 02155. Telephone: (617
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Cause People To Think
To the editor:
After reading the letter “Nothing
Better to DO” in yesterday’s Daily, I felt
compelled to stop my, “attention
demanding” protests for a few minutes
so that I could enlighten an obviously,
unaware soul on the ways of the real
world. Mr. Tramontozzi told those of us
who didn’t like how things were run
here to “go someplace else.” I want to
thank him for his advice, but he forgot
to tell us one thing: Where can we go
to get away from the issues that cause
us to protest? If Mr. Tramontozzi ever
left his bubble, he would see that the
issues which cause uproar on. the Tufts
campus are only a small sample of the
issues which plague the entire world.
Protesters aren’t out to “get in
peoples’ way.” Our goal is to cause people to think and to give people
something to think about by educating
them on the various issues and concerns

of all societies. If we don’t try to combat prejudice in our society, then who
will? If we don’t take it upon ourselves
to make the worries of a few the concerns of many, how can we expect to
keep the States of America united?
Maybe if Mr. Tramontozzi opened his
mind, ears and eyes in regards to protesting he would surprise himself by
learning something from the protesters.
Now I’d like to offer some advice to
Mr. Tramontozzi: If all this protesting
is rattling your nerves, why don’t you
leave and begin your search for a place
where people have no reason to protest.
A search of that sort would definitely
last long enough to alleviate your
boredom and give you more time to
think before you write your next letter.

zi for sharing his little story with us
(Daily 314) and also express my deepest
sympathy for him having to endure the
jokes of other college students at work.
However, in the future I would request that he abstain from telling me (or
any other person) what is my business
at Tufts University and what is not.
Perhaps President Mayer “does not
have to do what we want as long as we
are not oppressed.’’ But the fact is we

I

Andrea S. Wade J’90

are oppressed. We are subjugated,
persecuted, and victimized every day by
the very “ism’s” all the protesting was
about. What does someone have to do
to get through to,you? Racism, sexism,
and homophobia exist here at Tufts
University. The protesters (for lack of
of a better word) are not asking him to
embrace their philosophies or
methodology - they are simply presensee OPPORTUNITY, Page 9

Sunny but Chilly, 37-41

You may not like protests (then why
do you protest?) but no - protests can’t
be ignored. That is why we protest! Yes
- we do want attention because calling attention to world problems is the
first step in ending these problems.
I could go on endlessly attacking Mr.
Tramontozzi’s letter, but he doesn’t
deserve my time. The only reason I
took time enough to respond at all was
to prove that abominations, such as his
letter, cannot be ignored. Hypocrisy is
the least of Mr. Tramontozzi’s
problems.
Susanne Shulman ’87

.

stems from the diligence of the majority. Is it not right then to modify a
system if the majority agrees that
change should be effected? Mr.
Tramontozzi: I understand your apathy
(an affliction common in our generation), but I cannot sympathize with
you. I can’t imagine that you have never
been so upset with a disservice done to
you that you didn’t want to fight back.
Have you always sat quietly and accepted insults? The issues which the
Tufts community has been concentrating on in recent weeks are simply
an extension of normal dissatisfaction,
and people are tired of sitting around
taking blows. I beseesh YOU to
remember your own feelings of fury,
magnify them, and compare them to
the sentiment of those who feel oppressed on this campus. If you have an ounce
of empathy, you’ll understand the
reasoning behind the protest.
Laura Grontkowski J’90

Find Somethinig Better To Do
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Aldo
Tramontozzi’s letter “Nothing Better
To Do.” (Daily 3/4) Mr. Tramontozzi
has taken a very sour attitude towards
the protests in the past weeks, and protests even before that. Although as a
freshman I have not been able to experience many of the protests that have
taken place on campus, what I have experienced has opened my eyes to many
issues that I have never -been exposed
to. Like myself, there are many people
on campus that come from towns where
they have been sheltered from such

Opportunity To Learn
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Mr. Tramontoz-

Investment in South Africa by Tufts
University is my business. My money
is being used to support South African
corporations who are discriminating
humans.
against and persecuting my fellow

Modifying the System

I
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issues as racism, homosexuality, antisemitism, and many other controversial
prejudices. The protests that have OCcured recently have been much needed to raise awareness with respect to
these issues not only on campus but nationwide and world wide. There is no
questioi that we are here at Tufts to
learn, go to classes, study, and have
Some fun, but we are also here lo learn
about issues that we will be encountering now and when we enter society as
see BETTER, page 9

Misinterpreting the Symposium

I

TOthe Editor:
As members of the program committee organizing the symposium on the
West Bank and Gaza Strip, we were
very distressed to read the recent letter
from David M. Neumann concerning
the above program.
Firstly, it was obvious to us, as a
Palestinian and a Jew, that Mr.
Neumann did not understand the
original intent of the symposium, which
was primarily for educational purposes.
People were simply supposed to present
their points of view on this very complex and painful subject. It was in-

evitable that emotions were going to run
high. The organizers expected this to
happen.
Next, Neumann professes to be a
moderate Jew. However, it seems that
he is still at the point of not recognizing the Palestinian cause, which is the
right to a homeland. Thus, Neumann,
in reality, is at the highest level of ignorance. Moreover, virtually every
speaker recognized the need to fulfill .
this Palestinian aspiration.
see SYMPOSIUM, page 9
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The Bluejays Return to
Boston

by MATT SHAPO

t

March is national Nutrition Month. Julie Lampie, the Tufts
Dietician, with the help of the Tufts Dining Services is breinging Nutrition Month to the attention of the Tufts community.
Each week the focus of nutrition will be the topic of special interest: Breads, cereals, grains, and fiber for the week of March
2, dairy foods for the week of March 9; fruits and vegetables for
the week of March 23; and protein and foods for March 30 and
31. Throughout the month there will also be tips on weight reduction and guides top healthful eating.
As Lampie pointed out, “Good health starts with good nutrition. You should learn as much about nutrition as ‘you possibly
can.” Therefore, this column is going to serve to educate you on
bread.
Breads are complex carbohydrates that are high in protein and
low in fat, (approximately 70-80 calories per slice). They are carriers of essential nutrients including vitamins, minerals, and
dietary fiber, and are also an efficient source of energy. Bread,
however, has been given a bum rap. The reason for this is that
people consider bread fattening, but in actuality, as the above information has proven, it is not the bread itself that is fattening
but what is smeared over it. Bread is a food that comes in great
varieties, and should be enjoyed on its own.
White bread is made from only one part of the wheat kernel,
which includes the bran, germ, and endosperm. Because white
bread uses only the endosperm it is low in fiber. Whole wheat
bread is made from the whole kernel. Therefore, it is richer than
white bread in B-vitamins, iron, and fiber, according to the Wheat
Industry Council, it is three times higher in fiber than white bread.
However, there is not much difference in the caloric valuess of
white bread, 76 calories/slice, and that of whole wheat bread, 70
calories/slice. When it comes to whole wheat bread, the most
nutritional is the olle hundred percent whole wheat. It should
be noted that there is no difference between plain whole wheat
bread and stone-ground whole wheat, since there is no difference
in grinding the wheat between stones or steel rollers.
Another type of whole wheat bread is cracked-wheat. This is
really white bread with broken wheat kernels thrown in. It is not
as healthful as whole wheat bread. Mixed grain bread, seven-grain
bread for example, contains mostly whole wheat or white bread
with rye, oat, soy, corn, and barley mixed in.
There are other types of bread that can satisfy one’s appetite
for those complex carbohydrates. Rye bread, for instance, is made
from white flour with rye flour mixed in. It has the same nutritional content as white bread. Pumpernickel, given its rich dark
color by the addition of carmel or molasses, is usually 2/3 whit
and 113 rye flour.
Italian and French breads are also called hearth breads. This
is because they are cooked in flat pans instead of in a pan with
sides; therefore, they contain half the fat and are made with less
water. The cooking in a flat pan also makes these breads crustier.
For those bagel lovers, a bagel is usually made with white flour,
and thus is low in fiber; so, you should look for whole wheat
bagels. A bagel is shaped in rings, and then boiled in water to
give it its shine and chewiness. It is then drained dry and baked.
Another Sunday morning favorite, the English muffin, which
also comes in whole wheat, is made from a sticky dough, contains little water,‘ and is then grilled. An English muffin’s nutritional value is equivalent to that of two slices of white bread.
The pita bread seems to be a favorite in making meals by filling the pocket. The pocked is made by placing a thin circle of
dough in a pan, and cooking in an extremely hot oven. The pita
is baked so that the water gets trapped inside as steam, thus forming the pocket. Pita bread is usually made with white flour; to.
be more healthful, however, look for the whole wheat variety.
Thus, next time, before you just spread on your favorite topping, take a look to notice the type of bread you are eating. There
is a great variety of breads to be tried, toasted, warmed up, used
as sandwhich ends, or even to be eaten alone.
BREAD TRIVIA:
4000 B.C.: First primitive forms of bread - patties baked on hot
stones - appear in Egypt, Syria, and Sumeria

E E E a a a a a w w W,
EEEaaaaawwW,
EEaaaaaw.uK EEaaaawwW
L i s t e n . . .EEEaaaawwW.
EEEaaaawwW.. That’s the
call of the blue-jay.
The blue-jay is a small blue
bird that I used to spend all my
winters listening to down in
Miami. One could always tell
the advent of winter’s icy grip
down in Miami whenever
these peculiar blue birds showed up because they’d tell
stories of the glaciated
wastelands to the north such as
New York and Massachusetts.
E E a a a a w w W,
EEEaaaawwq We’d always
welcome the bluejay and
amuse ourselveswith thoughts
of the brainless twits along the
Northern Atlantic who could
never seem to figure out that
it just didn’t follow any line of
logic to remain in the snow
when real life could be had
down in the Sunshine State.
Really. We’d laugh about it.
“Hey Mom!! The news is
on!! They’re gonna do the national map soon, and it’s twenty in Boston!!!! Ah, Hah, Hah,
Hah ..... A t which point
Weaver the Weatherman (those
of you who live in and around
the New York area, ask your
parents about this guy - he
used to be there ’til he wised
up and moved South) pops on
the screen and fills us in on the
day’s national weather.

I
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minishorts. “Today’s weather
here in sunny South Florida is

see

BLUEJAY, Page 11

I

I

Yeah, Mom, I’m wearing my hat. (Photo by Paul Braren)

Re -Pro fess ional
J

Pie-professional information rneeting-procedures for applicants for medical-dentalveterinary, representatives from Tufts Medical-Dental-Verterinary schools, Monday,
March 9 , 1987, 7:OO prn, Barnurn 008. All invited

SPONSORING ORGANIZATION:
Liberal Arts and Jackson Dean’s Office
Ann Chalas or Prof. Joseph DeBold
Extensions 261 7 or 3413

I

March 9, 1987

1

FREE BAGELS & LOX
Hillel Brunch
Rabbi Richard Yellin
will speak on
“Jews in Germany - 40 Years Later”
11:30-1:30 Large Con$ Room

Campus Center
MARCH 8, 1987
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WORLDWIDE JEWISH
COMMUNITY
- Please join us as we discuss articles and assignmentsfor :
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Open meeting, everyone invited.
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We Are: The organizers of t the upcoming issue.
f
We
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help
in
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To Become Involved: Come to f
a solicitors' training session E
on Thursday, March 5, at 7:30 =
pm. Call Carrie Miller
776-0396 or the Hillel Office at
381-3242 or x3242 for more
information.
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TONIGHT
(Thursday, 3/5/87)
EATON 207, 7:OO PM
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March 5
WANT A H A I R MAKEOVER BY THE
"BEST OF BOSTON"
WE ARE LOOKING FOR MODELS FOR HAIRTRAINING

SESSIONS TO BE HELD ON FRIDAY EVENINGS.
ALL SERVICES WILL BE AVAILABLE
CUTS,COLOR HiGHLITES,BLEACHOUTS AND PERMS.

L IM ITED NUMBER OF APPT'S A V A ILABLE.
STOP BV FOR DETAILS AND A SCHEDULE.

DIEGO AT T H E LOFT 57 JFK ST-

Discussion Leader:
Mr. GEORGE B. THOMPSON,
Therapist/Counselor

--

I

I

OUT OF CONTROL

77izough a presentation and discussion, this
Ivorkshop will address the following +cstions
1. What do we know about substance usehbus
on college campuses ?
2. Wmt are the medical and psychological
i l n p h t i o n s of substance use and abuse ?.
3. What factors promote substance uselabuse?
4. The freedom to choose - myth or fact?

-
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I
I
I
I
I

RABB ROOM LINCOLN FILENE CENTER
7:OO to 8:30

3

I

HARVARD SQ. CAMB-

T H E GALERIA MALL
T H E F I R S T CLASS WILL BE ON FRI MAR13TH

ON PERSONAL COLOR ANALYlSlS
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‘Catch’ New Entertainment in Harvard Square
-

by DEVI BEN-ZEEV

Catch a Rising Star has
replaced Jonathan Swift’s and
has opened up a ,whole ney
avenue of entertainment in
Harvard Square. Offering
comedy seven nights a week,
two shows weekends, and
music following the show
weeknights, Catch provides an
alternative to Harvard Square
bar-hopping and/or the long
trek
to
Boston
for
entertainment.
The show last Wednesday
consisted of sketches from
three different comedians.

Brett Bulter emceed the evening, Brian Kiley followed, and
Bill Maher headlined. All
three were good, improving as
the evening progressed;
however, the audience disappointed them, and for good
reason, The crowd was not exactly lively.
The hostess, Brett Butler
“describes herself as a
Southern woman on a comedy
rampage.” Whether or not she
is on a rampage, her humor
and jokes are definitely
Southern. Concentrating on
the male personality traits and
stereotypes, Butler imper-

sonated Georgians’ and Texans’ treatment of women,
making light of her own past
experiences. Another favorite
technique of Butler’s was to
ridicule the audience; however,
nobody was terribly interested
in this routine tactic. Making
fun of the listeners at large was
not difficult as we were likened to a roomful of stiffs.
Next on stage was Brian
Kiley, a local graduate from
Boston College. Leaving the
audience to itself, Kiley focused on one-line puns in rapid
succession which fed on one
another to create a full-fledged

Warshal’s Shapes Fit
Together At Gallery Eleven
by JENNIFER DANN

~

Gallery Eleven’s new show,
which opened on March 3, is
the modern, abstract art of
Karen Warshal. Ms. Warshal,
a Museum of Fine Arts
graduate student, is one of a
series of artists who are
displaying their work in the
gallery this semester.
The exhibit consisted of
nine paintings. The paintings
were large, running almost
from the floor to the ceiling.
The colors were very bright
and thickly applied, which
added to the boldness of the
art. Although the paintings
evolved from one theme to
another, they we‘re all
characterized by vivid colors
and bold shapes.
Karen Warshal’s art is based on how shapes fit together.
Her paintings are studies of
how one shape evolves from
another shape. The newer
paintings in the series reflect
‘her interest in the night and
how it turns normal everyday
colors into deep, vibrant hues.
Her statement, which explains
her art, says, “In my paintings, one can escape to places
that don’t exist in real life.
Unlikely characters appear,
and unexpected things occur.
Allusions to the familiar play
against unrecognizable images
to achieve a balance between
humor and mystery.’’
“Kejimekiyik”is one painting that strongly shows Warshal’s night imagery. The colors are deep blues, purples,
oranges, greens, and yellows.
It reflects the night sky and is
reminiscent of Vincent Van
Gogh’s “Starry Night.” There
are no distinguishingshapes in
the painting. It is this
reviewer’s favorite painting
because the colors and shapes
are the most harmonized.
The last painting in the
series, “Paleo,” has the most
suggestive shapes in it. One

can visualize a space ship and
an arm and hand in it. There
is an obvious difference between this painting and the first
one in the series in the colors
and shapes.
The second work of art is
called “Norsk.” The idea was
derived from the different
shades and patterns of snow
that the artist saw while skiing.
The painting is made up of
large white areas with
multitudes of other colors.
Karen Warshal was inspired
by the movie “In the Heat of
the Night.” She says that the
movie takes place in the Deep
South and that most of the
movie happens at night. She
was motivated by the deep intensity and dark intrigue of the
movie. She named a painting
after the movie. The painting
has one very beautiful area of
colors that is made up of royal
blue, deep purple, yellow, and
pink. The pattern is made of
small daubs of the colors placed together.
Warshal has also been inspired by sitting on the Wessell
Library roof at night and looking at the sky and city lights.
She likes to see how they blend
together and how the lights
stand out.

LUXEMBURG $298
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Also, EURAIL PASSES, INT‘L
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“Trio’’ is the transition
painting from Warshal’s first
phase of painting her second.
The painting has block-like
shapes from the new style and
the bright, flourescent colors
from the old one. In the newer
style of painting the color is
more strong and less harsh. As
you walk around the room,
you can see the changes and
transitions taking place in
Warshal’s art work.
Warshal has been painting
since the summer of 1978. The
pieces in her current show
were completed during the last
year. Many of them were just
completed; in. fact, one can
still smell the odor of oil paint
in the room. The paintings are
controversial in that the viewer
will probably feel strongly
about them one way or the
other. What makes them attractive to this reviewer are the
beautiful colors and patterns.
The show will be in the
Gallery until March 13.

sketch which went over quite
well wi’th his viewers. Kiley’s
technique was quite successful
demonstrating his natural
talent for this arena of humor.
Headlining Wednesday’s
show was Bill Maher who was
quite funny. Maher’s jokes included location and situation
humor which for those familiar
enough with foreign territories
were quite entertaining. His
favorite character seemed to be
the New York roughneck and
thus, we were constantly being
compared to a New York audience. Definitely, the majority of the evening’s laughter
was elicited from this comedian, demonstrating his ability to capture and humor his
listeners.
Overall, the evening was enjoyable although not hilarious,
although this in part was due
to the audience and not the
comedians themselves. Unfortunately for the performers, no
one liked being publicly
ridiculed and thus the show
was started off with the wrong
angle. I know I was also a bit
tired of being told how different this group was from a
New York crowd by the end of
the performance, which may
have contributed to the audience’s relative quiet. If comedians are going to be truly
successful, they must be able
to adapt to their locale, a talent
these performers were not
flaunting, with Kiley as the exception, obviously, since he is
from this area.
The club itself is the
renovated Jonathan Swift’s
which explains its long and

understandably, the comedy
stage is set up so that the majority of seating is lateral, and
as a result, one cannot see the
performer’s face. This arrangement does allow maximum contact between the
group but prevents the viewers
from seeing gestures and facial
expressions which could be
essential to the comedian’s
successful delivery. Otherwise,
the room is quite pleasant and
cozy, definitely a nice atmosphere. Detracting from
this atmosphere, however, is
the high price of drinks,‘ so
don’t go too thirsty.
After the comedy was a folk
performance hosted by David
Broderick, whose music was
good although most of the
tired audience went home.
The nicest part of having the
music directly after the comedy was that it provided the
opportunity for those present
to sit and chat for a while after
the first show ended. It was
surely a nice treat not to be
herded out into the cold the
minute the comedy ended.
Since this format is only
weeknights it just may make
weeknight entertainment more
enjoyable than weekend
nights.
If you’re looking for
something a little different to
do near Tufts, think about
visiting. Catch a Rising Star.
Get there early, so that you can
get a good seat, it could make
all the difference but the comedy promises to be good
anyway with the fame of the
“Catch’’ club in New York
backing it up.

Write for the Daily.
tl
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Wayne Wang’s

“Chan is Missing”

-

NORTIWEST
NORTHWEST AIRLINES AND THE
FLETCHER FORUM INVITE YOU TO
EUROPE
JOIN THE FORUM SUBSCRIPTION DRIVE
CONTEST AND WIN TWO ROUND TRIP
TICKETS TO EUROPE
-.

All Tufts University students, staff, and faculty are eligible to participate in this contest. It’s easy. All you have to do is sell new subscriptions
to The Ffercher Forum, the journal of studies in international affairs published twice yearly by students at The Fletcher School of Law and

Diplomacy, and you can win one of these prizes:

’

Grand Prize: Two round-trip tickets from Boston to Frankfurt, West Germany, good for one year beginning Marth 31, 1987 (excludingpeak
holiday travel times).
Second Prize: A $100 gift certificate at the Tufts University Bookstore.
Third Prize: A $50 gift certificate at the Tufts University Bookstore.
The contestants who produce the highest vtal dollar value in new puid subscriptions will win. That’s all there is to it. The contest begins
on February 1, 1987, and runs until midnight on March 31, 1987.
Contest instructions and materials are available at the informationbooth in the Mayer Campus Center, at the front desk in Wessell Library,
and in the Ginn Library at The Fletcher School.
Oirestions? Call The Fletcher Forum at 628-7010, ext. -2588.

-

Sport Shorts
by

Real Sports
-

Within the past few weeks, I have ocme to the painful conclusion that I may be losing enemies. After three years of hard work
and diligence, in the span of just one semester, I appear to have
almost irreparably damaged my past efforts.
No.. .Wait.. .I’m serious! This is not an attempt to totally confuse you like Bill Shein does in the Lighter Side. Nor have I reached the edge of insanity like Steve Clay in Clay’s Court..
You see, in the past few weeks, I have neglected to write about
professional sports. Instead, much to the dismay of my editor-inchief Mike Epstein (who loves when I use his name in my column) and my many enemies, I have dedicated just about every
column this semester to Tufts sports.
Since columns were started in the first place as a forum to
discuss issues in professional sports and my column is entitled
Sportshorts from the Big Apple, I have spent the last week analyzing why I have abandoned my usual subject matters. (Pretend
you’re me while reading the nest few paragraphs.)
Could it be that I don’t like having people hate my columns?.. .No, that isn’t it.
How about that I like having Mike Epstein (twice in one column) upset with me? Well, although that is partly true, it is not
the reason for my abandonment of Pro Sports.
Well, then.. .I give up.. .what is it? (ok, you can stop pretending
you’re me now...unless of course you liked being me...and if that’s
the case see a psychiatrist.).
After much deliberation, I came up with the reason. However,
it is a little bit complicated, so bear with me.
Besides geography, why do we root the way we do? Give up?
(wow, I’m getting philosophical now).
We root for teams and people because of a variety of personal
likes and dislikes as well as personal associations. To understand
what I am getting at, take the following examples.
My roommate, Jerry, is from the boondocks, that is, upstate
New York. Yet Jerry is a Dallas Maverick fan. Though Jerry has
never been to Dallas and doesn’t especially go for cowboy hats,
he is still a Maverick fan nonetheless. And why does he like the
Mavericks?... because of Sam Perkins. And why does he like Sam
Perkins?... because Same Perkins is from the same backwards
suburb of Albany that Jerry is. And why is Sam Perkins from
the same backwards suburb of Albany.. . Oh.. . wait, I’m getting
carried away.
but the point remains that Jerry has a strong sense of association with Perkins because they went to the same high school, etc.,
even though Jerry and Sam do not know each other.
Another example is my friend Pete who went to high school
with the Rangers’ Bobby Carpenter (or Cahpentuh as Pete claims).
Though Pete still maintains his hatred of the New York franchise,
he can be found searching through the Ranger boxscores in search
of the name Carpenter.
So, what is the point? (Actually, I forgot myself.. . What is the
point ... oh yeah!) The point is that sports fans become fans
because of association with teams and players. And I have found
that the strongest cases of fhnship (or should that be fanaticism)
comes from some type of personal identification or association.
Sam Perkins is the real world to Jerry. He has seen him progress, he has seen him up close like you do in high school. The
same is true for Pete and Carpenter. Though we all love to root
for the stars and the great teams, it is not the real world.
How many of you Celtic fans actually know Larry Bird? (And
if you do, I offer my sincerest condolences). The pros are a fantasy land. Oh, I am not denying that I am as big a fan of professional sports as anyone, but when it really comes down to it, I
am rooting for people about whom I know nothing.. . except for
what newspapers and magazines tell me.
Now, the point. What have I abandoned professional sports to
devote my column to Tufts sports?
I assume’the answer is fairly obvious, The Jumbos represent
the real world to me. I can make many personal associations with
just about all of the Tufts’ varsity sports. To me, there is unsee SPORTS, page 9

BRIAN TEMPTE

The Tufts Men’s Swim team
ended its season by finishing
seventh out of a field of over
20 teams in last weekend’s
New England Championships.
The competition was won by
U Mass, which was followed
by Williams.
In the Division 111 results,
Tufts finished second only to
Williams.
With all the Division I
schools that Tufts goes up
against, one often forgets
about the Division I11
competition.
“We finished second to
Williams [in the Division I11
scoring],” said coach Don
Megerle. “I think that’s
something to be highlighted.”
Also to be highlighted are
the three Jumbos that
qualified for the Nationals,
Dan Cudahy, John Bobbin,
and Paul Kraaijragner.
Cudahy, who finished fifth
in one-mteter diving and
fourth in three-meter diving,

Three members of the Men’s Swim team will conmete in the Nationals, to be held March 19-21 m Canton, Ohio. (Pioto by Waldek
Wajszczuk)
great.”
qualified for the Nationals in
Bobbin also qualified for the
both events.
Nationals in the 400-yard In“The incredible thing about
dividual Medley. Bobbin, who
that,” said Mergerle, “is that
had the best swim of his
he [Cudahy] doesn’t have a
career, finished with a time of
three-meter board here. He
4:12.2.
practices at Harvard, but still
Paul Kraaijragner, who had
he doesn’t have a board here
and he finished fourth in New
see SWIMMING, Page 9
Englands, which is really

Women Tracksters: The Final
Stretch
by KELLEY ALESSI

Tufts’ Women Tracksters
did it again. Yes, another
undefeated season. ‘The last
loss by the Women’s -Track
team in a dual meet was suffered in February 1985. When
the Jumbos travel to Smith this
weekend they bring with them
the satisfaction of having completed their regular season
with a mark of 10-0.
However, the focus of track
teams is rarely on the dual
meets held throughout the
season, but rather on the
championships held following
the regular season, in particular the ECACs and for a
select few the Nationals. The

dual meets are essential for
qualifying for postseason action. In addition, the success
of a track team is often
measured by the success in
ECACs as opposed to the
team’s overall record as in
other sports. For the competitors, the goal is to peak not
during the regular season, but
at the end of the season.
In light of the fact that the
ECACs are being held this
week, the Jumbos have been
resting up over the past week.
“For the Easterns we are just
trying to get ourselves in the
right state of mind,” explained coach Branwen SmithKing. “We want to get our
players healthy and ready to

have the best mce of their
season.’’
A few of the players did
qualify to compete in the All
New England Division I meet
held at BU this past weekend,
however. Placing fourth and
fifth in the 3000m was Nancy
Benson and Katherine Tran-barger respectively. Benson’s
finish of 10:03.88 reset the
Tufts record, which Benson
already held. The places gave
the Jumbos a team total of six
points and 15th place finish
overall.
“The standards for the All
New England Meet are very
high,” commented Smithsee

TRACK, Page 9

TAN
AHEAD!
Sprzng Break Special
12 visits/ $36.00
upon presentation of this coupon
(one coupon per customer)

SUNFIT OF
CAMBRIDGE

5 Bay State Rd.
Fresh Pond Rotary
547-6444

Call ahead for an appointment!
MC/VISA acceDted.

EXPIRES 3/31 /87
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BEE~BLIBS

A FESTIVAL OF
ASIAN ARTS
ASIAN AWARENESS WEEK 1987

HILL H A L L

A

FRinAY, MARCH 6, 1987
CABOT AUDITORIUM.
7:30 PM
FREE ADMISSION.
A RECEPTION WILL FOLLOW
THE PERFORMANCES
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!VOTE VOTE VOTE
I

i
' I

I

II Thursday

i

the two questions printed elsewhere in this paper.
Vote in all Dining Halls during lunch and dinner. Vote All Day in the Campus Center, African
!American House, Asian House, and International
Center.

I

Reminder: Applications are due by 500 PM, March 6,-1987
in the Housing Office, Ballou Hall. If you have not received
your i n f m a t w n packet at your domr or local residence, please
come by the Housing Office from 9 A M - S PM.

iAll Campus Referendum
IHave your voice heard throughyour responses to

AP PLICAT10NS (LICENSED) DEAD LINE

All students desiring campus housing must submit a license appiication. Late applicants will be placed on a waiting- list.

1
I

I

.' I

I

I

I

I
-SI'MON & SC.HUSTER SCHOLARSHIP
(Instructors: Please read this announcement in your classes.)

..
Juniors who are majoring in English and who are considering the possibility of a career
*!n publishing are eligible for the Simon & Schuster Scholarship.
Simon & Schuster will pay $6000. toward the winner's senior year, and will provide
a guaranteed, one-year salaried position in the following year.

I

I I
If you wish to compete for this scholarship, please submit by,FRIDAY, MARCH 13 a

I

I

VOTE -VOTE VOTE

II

transcript of your academic work (it need not be an official transcript) and a statement
of about 500 words, indicating your literary and publishing interests and experience
(i.e. you own writing, wofk on student publications, and the like). If you have any questions, please feel free to talk them over with Prof. Lebowitz (East Hall, Room 209) or
Prof. Bamber (East 213). Submissions should be left in the second-floor English office, East 210.

I
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SWIMMING
-

continued from page 7
a great all-around meet,
qualified for the Nationals in
the 100-yard breast stroke with
a time of 1:00.7. Todd Hurley,
who swam a 1:01.06 in the
event, failed to qualify by .06
seconds.
Co-captain Kevin Schack
also just missed qualifying for
the Nationals in the SO-yard
freestyle. In a time trial Schack
missed the cut-off time of

TRACK-

continued from page 7
King. “It gave us a chance to
get some better times. We beat
out some Division I schools
who didn’t even score. It is
quite a feat to qualify.’’
Despite the fact that
freshman Karon McCollin did
not place in the long jump, she
did manage to make it into the

25.59 by swimming a 26.61.
One of the strong eventss for
Tufts was the medley relay.
The team of Jeff Siery, Kraaijuanger, Craig McIlguham and
Hurley swam well enough to
take sixth place overall. “It
was good to be in the championship series for that,” said
Megerle.
The Jumbos also did well in
teh 800-yard relay, finishing
first in the consolation heat.

The team of Hurley, Rhealt,
Kraaivanger and co-captain
Charlie Donahue put together
some great splits.
In the 200-yard breast
stroke, Paul Kraaijvanger had
another good performance. He
won the consolation heat with
a time of 2:13.4.
Overall, it was a great meet
for Tufts, with many superb
performances. After the first
day of competition, Tufts

found itself in fifth place.
Saturday the Jumbos moved
up for fourth and looked as if
they might surprise a few people. ‘The Jumbos just did not
have enough to keep up the
pace, howeer, and fell back to
seventh.
“Our 100-yard freestylers
just didn’t click,” said
Megerle. “Things were flat.
Things just weren’t right. It
was a big meet and guys were

tired. There was a lot of
waiting around, waiting
around. I think it detracted
from their performance.’ ’
Seventh place, however, is a
respectable finish, especially
considering that Tufts finished second in Division 111, an
excellent way to finish the 8-1
year. The only thing left to do
now is to root for Kraaijvanger,
Cudahy and Bobbin in the
Nationals.

finals with a jump of 17”’’.
Senior co-captain Janice Blood
ran the 400m in 59.84, which
was one of Blood’s best times
this season. Blood has yet to
qualify for Nationals but will
receive a final chance this
weekend to do so.
Although the competition
will be very tough for the

young squad, the team is looking to do well at the ECACs.
“I think we will do very well,”
stated Smith-King. When asked where she thought her
squad would finish in the
meet, Smith-King responded,
“In the top five, which is the
elitist group in the East. It will
depend upon how things go

for us and the other teams.”
While the Jumbos may not
possess the same quality in
their athletes that they have in
the past the young,team has a
great deal of depth. If other
coaches do not double up
some of their athletes in several
events, then the depth of Tufts
may enable the Jumbos to

finish withing the top three,
,reported Smith-King.
“This is the finale of our
season,” stated Smith-King.
“I do not like to put pressure
on our athletes. We just want
to do our best, then whatever
the end result, it is a happy
victory.’ ’

ed his views so radically was
the “contrast between both
views.” Obviously any same
person could deduct from
reading any article concerning
the conflict in the Middle East
that there are contrasting
views. Why didn’t he change
his views on this issue before?
He could not have come to the
symposium and expected to
find total harmony and
agreement.
Neumann’s allegation that
the symposium created an
“unorganized atmosphere’’
and was mismanaged is deeply regrettable. It is even more
regrettable that he changed his
views on the basis of this

allegation. All the members of
the colloquium worked extremely hard to achieve the
best organization possible. In
our eyes, this was achieved, as
many members of the Tufts
community have said. Sherman Teichman has, once
again, achieved a great feat.
Lastly, Neumann states that
he is compelled to accept the
prejudices and sterotypes. Only ignorant and misinformed
people accept thesse two evils.
Had he heard Mr. Siniora’s
speech on the future, whose
representative and conciliatory
nature was recognized and
respected, Neumann could
h
never come to this kind

of conclusion. People like
Neumann, a “radical” as he
would now like ,top call
himself, are the very elements
that would make this issue
unresolvable. On the other
hand, the people who put effort into the making of the
symposium to create a better
understanding are the
elements of hope in this
resolvable situation. In the
hope for a better world, we
hope that Neumann’s prejudices are not representative
of the Tufts community as a
whole.

SYMPOSIUM

continued from Dage 2
Neumann also contends that
the Arab people were
misrepresented. We strongly
disagree with this false notion.
Safieh, for example, was one of
PLO leader Arafat’s main advisors for an extended period
of time. How can this possibly
be a misrepresentation of the
will of the Palestinian people,
as recent polls hwe shown that
the majority
Palestinians
feen that they are represented
by the PLO. Rashmawi, a
Palestinian lawyer on the West
Bank, represents the everyday
problems of the Pdestinians
living in the said area. She
talked very passionately about
these problems and considerations. We are sorry that
Neumann misinterpreted this

Dear Lsm
lifizsaver,

(Excerpts tiom actual letter9
Stanley H. Kaplan has received
from satisfied LSAT-preptakers.)
”. .. I was quite pleased when
I received my score (99th per-

omtile). I am certain that I
would not have done that well
without taking the Stanlq H.
Kaplan course.*’ .
-Student from Gainesville. FL
“...Thankyou! I was hoping
to score close to the 90th percentile, but that was a dream.
Wll. thanks to Stanley H.
Kaplan, that dream has come
true.“
-Student from Seattle, WA
Kaplan has more ‘over 4(r‘
S A T grads than any one anywhere. So if you want the best
and most experienced in test
prep-call Kaplan today!
*IF YOII’D LIKE IO READ MORE LEITfRS LIKE
C O N VISIT

us

THEY.

STANUY H. KATLANtWCAIlONUQNTtRUD.

Get your Tufts discount!
Tufts class starts Sat., 3/28.
Call 661-6955.
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to be “unscholarly and
unpeaceful.”
Moreover,
Neumann’s opinion that she
attempted to leave the panel
because “she did not have to
listen to other people’s point of
view” is false at its inception.
In fact, she left because she felt
insulted by Prof. Dinstein,
who virtually told her face that
she did not understand the
Geneva Convention. We agree
that this probably was wrong
on her part, but, once again,
it had nothing to do with the
idea that she did not want to
listen to the Israeli point of
view.
Neumann states in his letter
that the reason why he chang-

SPORTS

continued from page 7
paralleled excitement in watching someone whom I know
and care about compete.
When the Women’s Hoop
team wins the NIAC championships, I am watching the
maturation of two women
from my exploration last
semester, as well as watching a
group of people that I have
come to know and like on and
off the court.
When Ann McCann breaks
record after record in Women’s
Swimming, I am watching a
friend and fellow RA in my
dorm compete.
When I watch the Women’s
Tennis team win four consecutive New England Championships, I am watching some
of my closest friends perform.
When Darrell and Trey lead
their Men’s Hoop team, I am
watching two individuals

whom I have seen play for four
years.
I could g o on and on.. . and
on and on.. . for the stories and
the personal associations are
almost endless.
And in this, my last
semester at Tufts, I am appreciating the teams and the
athletes who perform them
even more then ever before.
So, I guess I .will probably
continue to devote my column
to Tufts sports several more
times before the end of the
semester (sorry Mike), and I
hope manybe others can gain
more appreciation and identification for those who wear
the Jumbo uniforms proudly.
P.S. Don’t fret though, my annyal spring baseball predictions, and my analysis of Sugar
Ray Leonard’s victory over
Hagler will not be overlooked.

OPPORTUNITY
:ontinued from page 2

Learning is the reason we

respect for a rally organized

are at Tufts, and an integral
part of the education process
takes place outside the
:lassroom. Hopefully by the
;ime he graduates, he will be
ible to show the same kind of

“by homosexual people” or a
protest against nuclear
weapons that he does for his
enlightened co-workers.
Meredith Wood J’88

Andrew Enschede, A‘90
Khaled Rabbani, A‘90

BETTER

continued from page 2
It’s people like you, Mr.
Tramontozzi, who walk
around with blinders on and
ears closed to any voiced opinions, who the protestors are
trying to get through to. You
said, “Look, if you want to be
gay, go ahead, but don’t complain if people aren’t all that
excited about the idea.”
nobody is asking you to
become something that you
are not-just to understand
what these groups must face
and perhaps put an end to the
stereotypes associated with

each group. Protesting and
marching up to Ballou is not
going to change the world, but
everything has to start
somewhere.
So, if you can find “nothing
better to do” than criticize
people for trying to bring prejudice awareness to the Tufts
community, perhaps it is you
who does not belong on a college campus. And to all of the
protesters and marchers - all
the power to you!
Susan Persky ’90

DISCRIMINATION
~-

continued from page 1
fessors might be more identifiable than the students.
Skidmore and Zinoman agree
that while it might therefore be
harder to document such incidents, they said they are vital
to the booklet. These stories
will “add credibility and a
balance” to the documents.
The group was also concerned with the verification of the

stories, as some are three to
four years old. Skidmore said
she plans to talk to sociology
and psychology professors to
gain insight into how to verify
the information obtained
through interviews and during
research.
Four students attended the
meeting who stressed that the
plans discussed are in very
preliminary stages.

[ The Daily. Call 381-3090!
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Tufts Community Union Referendum
Thursday March 5, 1987
The following will change the Tufts Community Union Constitution
Changes In Article 6: Item B & I
Currentlp reads

Proposed

change

The following committees shall be permanent
Standing Committees of the Senate:
Administration and Budget Committee,
Cultural and Ethnic Affairs Committee,
Education Committee, and Services
Committee.

The following committees shall be permanent
Standing Committees of the Senate: Education
Committee, Administration and Budget
Committee, Services Committee, and the
Committee on Minority Affairs.
I

Item I
The Committee on Minority Affairs:
1) Shall be comprised of:
a) the president of the Senate
b) four other members of the Senate
c) the three minority representatives to the
Senate
2) Shall regularly address minority concerns
3) Shall conduct an open forum each semseter
4) Shall conduct a yearly survey concerning
minority issues
5) Shall publish a report each year including
recommendaitons for improvement of minority concerns where appropriate.

The Cultural and Ethnic Affairs Committee:
1)Shall be comprised of:
a) the representatives from the African,
American Student population, the AsianAmerican student population, and the Latin
American student population.
b) other member of the Senate
2) Shall regularly address:
a) different ethnic concerns
b) the diversity of the student population
c) questions of discrimination
d) cultural issues and school spirit
3) Shall conduct an open forum each semester
4) Shall conduct a survey every other year
concerning cultural and ethnic affairs.
5) Shall publish a report each year including
recommendations for improvement of cultural
and ethnic concerns where appropriate.

The following is a non-binding opinion poll
In light of the AIDS crisis, do you think the new bookstore should sell condoms?

I f you have any questions please contact the Senate ofice on the
second floor of the Campus Center, ext 3646.

Thursday, March 5 , 1987

BLUE
JAY
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continued
page
it begins to warm up again.’’
Then, just the slightest hint of
a mischievious smile upon his
lips, Weaver would cut to a file
shot of the ’78 blizzard in
Chicago and announce “Now,
today’s weather in Boston.’’
Well, this morning I woke to
the sound of the bluejay. Not
the one stuck in my sister’s
throat, but a real honest to
goodness blue jay. It signalled
the rise of a completely different emotional response than
had been my pleasure when
living in the tropics. It ‘was
that
humble,
quiet
thankfulness that can come
only with the realization that
you have been granted finally,
mercifully, an escape from the
claws of winter which it was
your own damned fault to have
lived through in the first place.
To hear the jay’s grainy call
this morning was to here

THE TUFTS DAILY

Weaver the Weatherman back
in Miami experiencing that
profound disappointment he
goies through every year about
this time. “Well, it’s starting
to warm up a bit back .in
Boston,” he grudgingly admits. He tries his best to keep
the fun alive with remarks like,
“Of course they’ll probably
get a few more truly miserable ,
blasts down from the Canadian
Rockies before the month is .
out,)’ but you can be sure he
is remembering what it is to
know that this is pretty much
the beginning of the end, the
start of a delirious run to summer that commences with $12
flights to Florida over Spring
Break and infuses the northern
dweller, transplanted or native,
with an indescribable sense of
new beginnings and bird nests.

page eleven

Something the provincial
South Floridian can never
understand.
“Miami,” (sweeping shot of
Collins Ave. again) “and Buffalo.” (once again with the file
shot of Chicago). Weaver
would go through this incredibly obnoxious routine
over and over, taking every opportunity to imply that unless
you were down in good old
South Fla. you were sure to
encounter millions of pounds
of snow driven into your bones
at speeds upwards of one
trillion miles an hour.
“MIAMI,
and
now
DENVER!!!”
Hey, mom, it’s snowing in
Denver again; Weaver says it’s
70 below out there, Ah Hah
Hah Hah ...”
The bluejay used to mean

CONDOMS-

continued from Page 1
doms, which were glued on to
a full-page advertisement for a
condom manufactuer, managing editor Peter Robertson
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS said.
Staffers of the self-described
liberal
politicali journal inLaw/Accounting
serted the condoms in the
Theater/Arts
5,000 copies of the newspaper.
It was prefaced by the stateCommunications
ment: “Because we want you
Journalism
to know.. .’’
The advertisement was purComputers
chased by the National
Languages
Sanitary Labs, makers of Protex and Lady Protex condoms.
Robertson noted that the
Earn u p to 8 credits
paper called condom manufac.n these a n d other courses. turers for an ad.
“We obviously would not
have
done it if we did not have
Apply Now:
an interest in it,’’ he said.
Perspective editors stressed
JanetKollek, Director
that the condom advertiseAmerican Academy of ment was intended to emphasize the need for “safe
Overseas Studies
in light of the current
158 West 81 St. Box 112 sex,”
AIDS crisis, as well as to

LONDON

-

New York, New York 10024
(212) 724-0804

publicize the importance of
contraception.
“The purpose was to confront people to upset their daily routines, in order to force
them to think personally above
those issues and to be comfortable enough to discuss them
openly with others,” Perspective President Mark Merante
said yesterday.
“Unfortunately it took a
crisis like AIDS to make the
discussion and the public
display of contraceptives at
least partially acceptable,’’ he
added. “A society uncomfortable dealing with sex will not
be able to confront the problem society is forcing
America to deal with.”
Robertson said the condom
insertion was not undertaken
to create media attention for
the newspaper, although
Merante stated that it
generated a lot more press attention “than we thought we’d
get.”

this to me. You can’t believe
the cocky attitude one can
adopt when hearing that bluejay laugh. “EEEaaaawwW,
EEEaaaawwW, it’s sleeting in
Washington. EEEaaaawwW,
EEEaaaawwW. ..” It’s sheer
joy.
Now, I’ve been spending my
winters in Boston; that favorite
of laughable population
centers about which we South
Floridians traditionally spend
the winter snickering. The
closest I’ve been to the call of
the bluejay these past few
months has been the
EEEaaaaWwW, EEEaaaawwW
of my sister’s adolescent
laughter as she reports to me
the latest temperature drop in
Miami. “Oh, it’s sooooooo
cooold. We fell to fifty today.
Mom made me wear a

Harvard administration officials declined to comment on
the matter.
Robertson said students
have generally responded
positively
to
the
advertisement.
Hahn said she believes Tufts
students are taking the contest
in stride, as well.
“People here have been
dealing with it differently than
on a national scale,” she said.
“From what I’ve seen, it
seems a lot of Tufts kids realize
the importance of this.’’
She continued, “It is being
taken a lot more in stride here
from what I’ve seen. Most of
the arguments stem from what
others ‘may feel,’ not from personal opinion.’’
A senator reported being
confronted by a student about
the “insensitivity” of the contest at a district meeting this
week. He responded that the
contest was intended. to be a
tasteful way to educate the

sweater.”
“Bitch.” “Hah!” (my sister
and I have always prided
ourselves on the intellectualism of our dialogue).
I can’t believe I came north
to school. Weaver gets to laugh
at me now.
rnv
sister
“Today
again)atit’s
Xifts,
negative
(it’stwenty degrees. (Giggle, Giggle)
Your mother wants to know if
/you’re wearing that hat your
i grandmother made you.. .’’
The jay outside my window
this morning had a message
from
my
mother.
” ‘EEEaaaawwW,
EEEaaaawwW. EEEaaare you
wearing your hat, your mother
wants to know?’’
“No, I’m not. It’s not
necessary today,” is my reply,
“and I’m really glad to see
you .’’

community, as well as
publicize the danger of AIDS.
The contest winner will
receive a free film series pass
for one semester, as well as $20
worth of Trojan condoms.
Perlman, who worked at a
table in the’ Campus Center
yesterday said he has noticed
a wide variety of reaction to
the sight of the flask filled with
condoms.
“Some laugh, some come
right to it, others walk as far
away from the table as possible,” he noted. “Some good
jokes have come out of it.”
Director of Health Services
George Rizzone said yesterday
that AIDS is a danger for
everyone, having “no age or
sexual preference boundary.”
“There is a huge problem
with AIDS, especially among
college students, denying that
it is a problem. They are not
taking the time to understand
the disease and. take precautions,’ ’ Senator Elizabeth
Skidmore said.

~~
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
TERTULIA

Lost And Found

LOST: gold rope chain with
iewish letter. If found, please
return to 211 Wren Hall. Or
call 666-1737
-Thanks,. .

LOST blue wallet w/ lots of LOST - Gold school ring with
1.d. saying “Liz Wittner” blue stone engraved on inside

PLEASE, PLEASE, if you’ve witti GFS ’83 CVJ Call Kit at
found it, call/leave messabe 623-7092 - REWARD12
623-0186 or 395-5350.
Found: set of keys on hill up
fromat Metcalf.
To claim, call The
have
Jav
776-2910.
been added companies
to the ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT
HELP: Someone picked
LOST: Grey ski jacket in PROGRAM: Staples (&tail.
my coat last Saturdayat mD.
Cohen Rm 3 on Sunday ing). Office Specialists
It’’ dark gray
black) Night. If found please Cali (Research Analysts),LTX (for
with flecks Of color and a pair 623-0528 (Debbie)
o r EE and Comp. Sci majors);
of gloves in the pockets. 1 629-2040 (Christine),.
Manganaro Brothers (for CE
desperately need that coat. If
you have it or have Seen it LOST: black wallet with col- majors). See a staff member at
please
call Deborah at ored patches on March 3id. the Career Planning Center
67Q.777Q*,, rfnn hv 277 cgr-The credit and bank cards (Bo!les F u s e ) to
”&”
,
-.ly
-,
an inierview.
michael Hall (or send me a have been cancelled, but I You are invited to the
note through campus mail) need the other items in the
wallet. Call 628-3939. No CHAPLAIN’S TABLE,
Thanks.
Thursday, March 12, 1987 at
questions asked.,
5 p.m., in the MacPhie ConSex!
A pair of white Helrling
.ference Room.
Look,
now
that
I’ve
got
your
downhill ski boots (Women’s
PROGRAM: Jewish Identity:
six 8) and a white ski tote in attention, my short faded jean A Personal Perspective
a red-and-black boot bag were jacket is missing from Zeta Psi SPEAKER: Wendy Wolfe,
removed from the study room last Friday night. Not only Hillel Program Director
in the 210’s of Haskell Hall. If does it have sentimental value, Meal scholarship available for
you have any information, but it is my most favorite arti- those not on Tufts meal plan
please call Alicia at 625-5097. cle of clothing. If you know only by prior arrangement.
Reward. No questions anything at all, anything please Call the Chaplain’s office,
call 628-2544 Thank you!
asked.
281-3427. ,

,..-

V.

Notices

Dinner Discussion, Monday,
3/9, 5-7 PM in the Large Con-

are invited to the
CHAPLAIN’S
TABLE,

ference Room of the Campus
Center. Topic is “Co-unications among the Rebels in El
Salvador,” with Scott Melanbacker of Radio Venceremos.

THURSDAY,
5 , Con1987
at 5 p.m., in theMarch
MacPhie
gerence Room.
PROGRAM: What it means to
. be
Asian Christian
SPEAKER;
Paul

It,s not too late,
Sophomores and luniors, you
in
can teach your own
the Freshman Explorations
program, Pick up an exploration leader’s application at the
Ex-College, Miner Hall. Ap.
plicationsshould becompleted
by
March
30th.-

Asian Christian Fellowship
R ~ steven
~ , Chin, B~~~~~
Chinese Evangelical Church
Meal scholarship available for
those not on Tuftsmeal plan,
only by prior arrangement.
Call the Chaplain’s office,
281-3427. ’ ’ ’ ~
Tufts University Department
of Music
presents
A Gaculty Flute Recital
by Nina Banvell
An Evening of 18th Century
Music
with Assisting Artists
April 5, 1987 - 8:00 P.M.
Alumnae Lounge - Free

Accoraing to the Primary
Source, the first issue of the
Meridian was , “bad poetry!”,
“trashy silliness!”, “a self indulgent bit of nonsense!”,
“lacking any spark of
originality or creativity!”,
“egotistical and pretentious!”
This NEXT MERIDIAN IS
WHAT YOU MAKE IT.
Deadline for stuff - Friday,
March 6! Mailbox upstairs,
Campus center.^.

NEWTONIAN

YOU

“FIGHTING DRUNK”
Campus Center Lounge
Monday 2 -‘6
12:OO to 1:00 AND 7:OO to
8:OO

Come join the friendly at-

REVOLUTION

‘

mosphere
Thursday.
Practice
your this
Spanish
and enjoy
refreshments. !Venid a conocer
la cultura Espanola!

In celebration
of Prim
the
tercentenary
of Newton’s
cipia “Newton as the
Culminator of the Scientific

The Tufts Mountain Club is
holding its
Inter
Outing Clubs Weekend at the

~ $ ! l ~ i ~~~~~a~~
~ &
Philosophy of Science Indiana
University. Barnum 108,4:00
pM, Friday March 6, 1987,
FEMINISM
THE F-WORD
A
of Perspectives~
Tuesday, March 10 7:OO PM
Alumni Lounge. Bring a
friend of the other sex - hear
the views behind the mystical
word and express your own!
Center.
Sponsored by Tufts Women’s

Lodge on March 7-8. This is
your chance to meet lots Of
new and neat0 People, as Well

as to “do”
Our
wacky
winter
spectacular
obstacle
course in the snow. Sign up today at the Wessell Bulletin
Board .
for
fun rDacked
.. this ~.~~~
~ - weekend!
IEEE DINNER, March 11,
1987 in Faculty Dining Room,
IEEE Members free sign up
deadline Wed.,, March 4, Sign
up in EE Office
~~~~~

Tufts University Department
of Music
presents
Arlican Drumming Ensemble
March 9, 1987
8:OO P.M. - Alumnae Lunge
Free and open to the Public

-

~

AUDITIONS Will be held for Maeterlink‘s
T H E INTRUDER directed
by Yvonne Hsu, as part of the
Arena Theater’s 1987 Cup-&Saucer Series. Auditions will
be Monday, March 9 from 3:30
- 6:oO in Jackson 5. Please see
T h e Arena callboard for
details. ,

I

r

Thursday, March 5, 1987
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PERFILES, Tufts’ Journal on
Latin America, is still collecting material. Please turn in
any poems, stones, papers,
photos, drawings, etc. in any
Language to East 312, or call

Shana 625-7310
623-0186.

Or

Come and enjoy a New Tufts
Experience: C h r i s t h Worship
in the Black Tradition, Sunday, March 8, 1987, 3:OO p.m.
in the Crane Room, Paige
Hall. All Welcome.
REFLECTIONS: Speaker &
Music, Light Lunch and
Discussion in Goddard
Chapel,
March 9,
1987, 12-1 p.m.
SPEAKER: Dorothy Emerson, Chapel Intern
TOPIC: “Reclaiming the
Sacred City in Ourselves, Dart

....

11

MUSIC: Janet Kreda, flute.
All Welcome ,

Services

AUDIO
THE
CONNECTION!
Supplying the Tufts Cammunity with the best pricq on
stereo equipment including
,.crcivcrs, CD
tape
decks, loudspeakers. separates
and more, special deals on
discontinued, demo, and full
systems. Tapes now in stock:
MAXELL X L I I , ~
$1.89. call
Andy now at 666-2845. THE

CoNNECT1oN!
*The $99.00 DJ Special*
Laser Sound announces that
the best dance music for your
next party is still available at
this unbeatable price (which
includes all equipment.) Contact Jim &ate at 623-9690 or
489-0567...
Word Processing
Papers, Articles, Professional
Papers - Graduatemacub’
Projects Preferred. Near Tufts.
Available Weekends. Joan
Rogers 625-6191 ....

PREMIERE
SOUND
The music you want to hear, at
a price you can afford. Call
HORNER at 628-9781.
~~~i~~ services

need be.,,
SUPERIOR-QUALITY
WORD PROCESSING
Technicallnon-technical.IBM
p c , daisywheel and laser
printers. Papers, theses,
resumes, letters. Davis Sq.
location. For rates and
prompt,
reliable,
GUARANTEED service, call
Stuart Stephens, 628-6547.

.

ATTENTION TENANTS:.
We have apartments and
condos for rent. Call today:
Realty WorM/Atlantic Realty
396-6288 or 396-4330,..

~

Liz “House to share with young

FASTERS FOR PEACE I N
NICARAGUA: If you haven’t
turned in your money please
call Liz at 623-0186 or turn it
in on Monday at Oxfam to
Mike Grossi or at the Collective meeting on Monday night.
THANKS!

.

Laser-typeset resumes just
$14. Papers just $1.75/page.
All work is done on a Mac, and
we offer free on-campus
delivery with quick turn
around. GENERIC Word Processing Service-246-3700. Only the Price is Generic.. # ’ ,

Housing.

coude” 28 Greenwood St.
Meirose 655-4324
$250/mi.,,
WANTED
,Guys/Girls going away in
Spring ’88 who are interested
in splitting housing license or
off-campus house next year
with females going away in the
fall. Call Laura at 776-8724
SOON!,
junior or senior to be
wanted to complete a 10-person co-op for next year.
Guaranteed a single for Spring.
call A.S.A.P. and keep trying!!! 776-1?80.,\
Apartments, Apartments,
A
~
~
4,5,6, and 7 bedroom apartments available in good condition within 5 minutess walk to
Campus, all with washers and
dryers. $300 per bedroom,
available juneIst 1987. Call
collect between 8pm and
1 1 pm,
Darin
1-305-294-5885..
Room available-Apartments
available Beautiful,’ huge wall
to wall carpeting, real wood
eveywhere, dishwasher, tons of
residential
Porches,
neighborhood, 2 blocks from
T and Campus, Driveway, Big
bathtub, Crystal Chandelier, 1
room for
persons available immediately. Entire
apartment (3 bedrooms) available - June
Call Mat or David 395-2863

’.

Spacious summer sublet. 50
yards from campus on Curtis
Ave. 1 Bdrm. in 3 Bdrm Apl
for months of July and
August. Ideal for 2nd summer
session. Fully and Beautifully
furnished. Call Jim at
628-4625 for more info.11
Wanted: Responsible M or F, to share spacious
2-bdrm apt. Ridiculously close
(2 min. walk) - on Boston
Ave. across from Baybank.
Small bdrm., huge livingroom
& kitchen, $250/person/month
incl. heat & water. Call Dave
Makeower at 391-5074 (Leave
message or call after IOPM)
h o k i n g for two singles or one
double for Fa11’87 semester at
Tufts. Walking distance
necessary.
Call Laura 628-7251
.

_ _ _ ____

’

jjhLsak

Motorcycle 6 r sale 1984 VT
500 Ascot. Bought in 1986.
Only 2500 miles. Lock, 2
helmets, and a cover included.
Buy now while it’s getting
warmer. I’ll give it away for
1400. Call
Chris at
391-1835...
TUFTS BOXERS
GREAT FOR SPRING
NUTRITION
BREAK! A BREAT GIFT
COUNSELING
ITEM
Professional Nutritionist CALL NOW 629-2479..
specializing in treatment of
THE
AUDIO
eating disorders and weight
CONNECTION!
managment - anorexia,
We offer Boston’s lowest prices
bulimia,
compulsive
the Tufts Community On all
overeating, weight loss, weight
~ , near Stereo equipment including
gain, ~~~k B ~ Boston,
Copley Square. 262-7111. ,.

TYPE-TECH WORD PROCESSING SERVICE for all
your typing/word processing
needs. Theses, dissertations,
tape transcription, resumes,
letters, chans, etc. Convenient
location, accurate, and affordable service. Letter quality
printer. Call for appointment
396-4080. (Rochelle) ,

z;:z:>
ETd dy$k2E

separates and more. Most
makes and models are
available. Special deals on full
systems adn discontinued products. TAPES NOW I N
STOCK: .MAXELL XLII’s
51.89 only. Denon HD-7’s
coming soon. Call Andy at
666-2845. T H E AUDIO
CONNECTION!b
1.

*SPRING BREAK’
Round trip tickets to San
Francisco leaving Sat. 3/14
returning to Boston Sat. 3/21.
Asking for$200. Call 776-6149
leave message. ,.
FOR SALE: ’79 Chevette. 4
door hatchback, 5 speed, new
brakes. Good Condition. 6%
mi. $900 or BO. NOreasonable
offer refused. Call Mark
623-0388,..
I

PLANE TICKETS FOR
SALE: 3 Eastern maxsavers
from Boston to Miami. $160
roundtrip. Leave Sat., March
14th return Sat. March 21s.
Cash 861-1174
~
~ Deck perfect
~
Technics
Tape
condition!!! hardly used - 2
years old. $90 B/O. Call Jen
625-8748..
FUTONS FOR SALE!
(Direct from factory)
Full size 8” Cotton $85
Other sizes and styles
available. *Free delivery Call
628-6958

....

1980 Ford Fairmont, 4 doors,
standard, 68,000 miles, AC,
new brakes, tires, clutch, battery. Needs minor body work.
$900.00 or B.O. 282-6658 after
So’clock.
25

Hey Midnight Psychiatrists,
“You know you’re disillusioned when you can’t trust
your friends.” Friendship is a
bond among creatures of the
human race, but we guess that
doesn’t apply to you. GET A
LIFE! Undying lust is YOUR
problem. “You can’t always
get what you want.’’ We know
what your problems are. Not
enough of anything. Well,
here’s a hint: be prepared for
public humiliation. Oh ya,
nice pun, you shrubs. And
another thing, you’d better
slow down vour rhvthm -_
you’ll “arriie” WAY TOO
SOON.
To the girl below us who is
always higher, Happy Bmhday
Felicia
Love, The Regulars

To the fellow Italian in Psy55:
Do you know where they go
now?
Concerned Classmates
Pap: be more whipped
Buddy: be more noose
Spunky-D.: be fatter
Homer: be more irritating
Quinn: be thinner, hit me
more, yell at me more
Cementhead: be louder
I’m a bad dog, Suny-baloo-ni
.Who loves you?
I do.
Why worry ’bout May
When we have each day
What we share
I’ve never before dared
I pray to you
Love and squeezes (in my
favorite spots)
-Pea Brain, oh wait

Wild Thang
You Make Our Hearts Sing
You make everything
You’re such a wild thang!
Keep up the good,work!

~

~

~

~

.

.

Doonesbury

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

,

.

I 3 QUOTATION OF THE DAY

By GARY LARSON

Ride NEEDED to Bates College, Lewiston, ME! (Or
vacinity) Leaving anytime Fri.
316 and returning Sun. 318.
Will share all expenses. Please
call Diane at 628-4582....

,

“Today it is a 5&50 toss up as to whether people will stop for
a red light. ”

-the NYC Police Commisioner.

.Personals

Frasca and Maienza

To the Seniors of Chi-0:
We just wanted to say a big
“THANK YOU” for the dinner and the “quiz’time.” w e
had a blast “THUMPERING” and “JUMBO-ING”
with you guys, and we’re looking forward to many more
great times !!
Love, “The Chi-0 20”

N.Y. NEWSCROSSWORD
PEE-

’

1 ~ACROSS
o prompt
t

-

5 Cupid
9 Alma
14 Ceramic
piece
15 Bathe
16 Lessen
17
18 Enthusiastic
Some bills

*RUTH GULBUS’
Happy Birthday! We were going to get you a year’s supply
of Steve’s ice cream but ...
Have a great one! You deserve
it!
Love, Trish and Karen
O H WHERE, OH WHERE,
HAS
MY
FRIEND
PFISTER GONE?
OH WHERE, OH WHERE,
CAN SHE BE?
I DON’T GET TO SEE HER‘
PHLTT, LOOKS
AND SHE DOESN’T GET
TO PICK ON ME!
ZOOM

!

19 Hose fiber
20 Cal. neighbor
21 Snowy bird
23 Posted
24 poet’s gloomy
27 Cargo handlen
29 Devote
31 Health reaol1
34 Naive
THAT SCRAMBLEDWORD GAME
by Henrl Arnold and Bob Lee

g

-Unscramblethese bur Jumbles,

oneletterloeachsquare,lolorm
four OrdinaN words.

I

Wild Thang
You Make Our Hearts Sing!
Track may not think you’re
anything
But B-Ball knows you’re
everything (And so do we.)
We should not fear that mirror.
It represents what we are, not
what we can be. More
frightening is the ceiling.
Though claustrophobic, it
nourishes the WISE TREE.
Each day, we’ve climbed an
inch along the walls and the
roots are now within our grasp.
Mr. M-ness is so uninformed.
It’s almost over.

To
Our
Sophomore
Worshipees,
Why the sudden interest in
the state of our manhood? All
we did was ask whether or not
it was possible for us to frolic
in your bodacious ta-ta’s. As
for us, you know that we’re
just under one ruler length.
Hamster will have to do more
than nibble on these babies.
Einstein’s Lesser Unown experiment showed that a d e n t
placed between two deafening
sound sources needs more
than carrots to satisfy itself.
Caution: You’re biting off
more than you can chew
Lustfully Yours,. Your
Freshman Worshipers
P.S. Stan Gable. And
You’re. ..?

krke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

76 CORVETTE, 350 4BRL,
black with red int., smoked
black T’s, etched windows,
new transmission, new cooling
system, rally rims., good price
asking $6000. Call 7:30
am-4:00 pm 956-6676 5:OO
pm- 11:00 pm 344-6992* . ~.
SKI BOOTS Munari Men’s
8%-9; used, but not much;
$40 or best offer; call Mitch
628-1539 anytime..

Rides

Who knows if you’ll ever read
this, but maybe somewe can
bring it to your attention. The
care package was‘great! I’m
halfway through the colouring
book and know 13 new
Itanlian
words.
The
American’s here love you for
the Play Doh (and I think your
pretty special myself). My
favorite though is the cup - I
couldn’t have put it better
myself. You’re the greatest!!
Love always, Benny from
Hull, Balto, and C-bad

WnAT H E 010
EVERY TIME HE
BOU6HT A SUIT.

I

I

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as sup
QeSledby the above cartoon

Print answer here:
Yesterday.s

I

m a m

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles COUGH ALTAR SAILOR WISELY
Answer What you mi ht see at a planetanum AN ALLSTA% SHOW

. .. ...5 Flgshy Afr.
plant
6 Pressing
7 Ham it up
8 Mignonetle
9 Male

1:f

12 School jacket

iiShocks

41 illuminated
43 Surgically
clean
46 Hiatus
47 Pressed
48 Edge
50 Common
practice

51 FNit
52 Nobles
53 Coin hole
54 Moth stage

55 Seed covering
57 Search for
60
Molnes
62 Small amount

-
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